Milestone feeMaster
Control your contingency fee income with feeMaster.
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Unrivaled

Our attorney fee deferral program is the single greatest
financial planning tool for trial lawyers.
Unique to contingency fee attorneys, feeMaster has tax benefits and allows for personal
and professional wealth planning. Deferring fees into a guaranteed periodic payment
schedule helps attorneys plan their finances in the short and long term. Milestone is the
leading partner of attorneys who take advantage of fee deferral.

Fee Deferral Strategy

Complete the Picture as a feeMaster
Milestone has an agile team that enables you to fully consider fee deferral. feeMaster
offers security through control of income, tax-deferred savings, and wealth accumulation.
With feeMaster, the fees you earn become more powerful over a lifetime.
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The Foundation of Fee Deferral
Your Financial Future

Fee deferral is an investment strategy that allows an attorney to decide how and when they receive
their income. This strategy involves an obligation set forth in a release to a qualified settlement fund
(QSF). It gives an attorney the opportunity to invest and receive their money over time, with tax
advantages and income control. Here are a few additional things to know:

feeMaster enables these
personal and professional benefits:

Fee deferral is like having an unlimited 401k.

Unlimited tax deferral
Professional or self-directed
investment management
Ability to pay less taxes
Security over your assets

Any attorney earning contingency fees can defer their income.
There is no minimum or maximum to how much you can defer.
Your deferral arrangement is based on your age, lifestyle,
retirement goals, and more.

In 1996, the 11th Circuit affirmed the 1994 Tax Court’s ruling in Childs v. Commissioner (103 T.C. 634).
The Court ruled that attorneys involved in tort cases under contingency fee agreements may receive
their fees in the form of periodic payments. Attorneys may elect to defer all or a portion of their fees.
Fees included in the structure will not be taxed until the year(s) in which they are received.

We think it’s simple.
Would you rather send more money to
the IRS, or invest it pre-tax?

“Hands down, the most brilliantly designed and financially

engineered attorney fee program in the country.”
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feeMaster Fundamentals

A Modern
Investment Strategy
Incorporate feeMaster within your
existing investment portfolio.
Milestone provides you with the opportunity to build a tax-efficient deferred income
in collaboration with your current investment advisor. Your investment strategy will be
customized into a tailored portfolio.

Advantages
Invest in any listed security or investment through our open architecture.
Directly coordinate with and incorporate your current advisor.
Participate in the market on an unlimited, tax-deferred basis.
Complement your existing wealth management strategy.
Change your investment strategy at any time during deferral.

Partner with Milestone
Leverage your unique opportunity to create
unlimited deferred compensation. We have
the flexibility to meet your personal and
professional needs.
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Create
Your Deferral

Engage
& Communicate
Begin
Strategically

The team at Milestone will
answer your questions and help
you assess your options.

The best starting point is to establish a
qualified settlement fund (QSF) for one
case or a firmwide QSF for any/all of
your firm’s cases. While the settlement
funds remain in the QSF, you can create
your deferral arrangement.

You’ll decide when and how you
want to receive your fees. Every
deferral is different, as it is based
on your unique needs and goals.

Realize
the Benefits

Secure
Your Future

Implement
Your
Investment
Your payment schedules can be
monthly, quarterly, semiannually,
annually, or in a series of future
lump sums. Payments can begin
immediately or on a future date.

We will go over your transaction
documents and the details of
your investment. Working with
an approved investment advisor,
we will finalize your assignment
and create the account.

Taking Tax Control
The distributions from your attorney
fee deferral are reportable as ordinary
income. Pre-tax funds are framed within
your attorney fee structure, so you pay
taxes when you receive your payments.

Sit back, relax, and enjoy the
outcomes of your feeMaster
plan. You can add fees to your
portfolio as future cases resolve
to continue your wealth building.
We’ll remain by your side.

“Understanding where
you’ve been better
prepares you for
where you’re going.”

Take the Next Steps
Could you be managing
your wealth better?

Do you have a financial plan to
meet future milestones and goals?

Would you benefit from
controlling receipt of your fees?
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Milestone designs custom pre-tax, wealth-building strategies that allow you to
control when you receive your income.

A High-Bar Team
Milestone is a financial firm that optimizes settlement dollars for
trial lawyers and plaintiffs. Serving all types of injury law firms
nationwide, Milestone leads the industry in QSF administration,
settlement planning, attorney fee deferral, and plaintiff funding.
Partnering with Milestone’s committed and responsive team will
elevate any trial lawyer’s practice.

“The team at Milestone
is terrific at what they do.
They are an asset. As a firm owner, having
confidence in the Milestone team has made
my job easier and less stressful.”
– Laura Yaeger, Yaeger Law –
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